The purpose of the research reported here was to test formally the validity of some assumptions made in solving models by analytical techniques and to test the sensitivity of the system to the arrival distribution.
In the machine interference model there are a finite number of machines or sources assigned to one serviceman or service station. The machine is either "up" or "down". When the machine goes down it joins the queue for service. The machine gets immediate service or waits for service depending on the availability of the single repairman.
In the machine interference model the following assumptions are usually made:
1. The service time is exponentially distributed with mean "Ts.
2. The " up" time for each machine is exponentially distributed with mean time "Ta.
These assumptions are sometimes referred to as the worst-case conditions. The ratio of the two times is defined asthe " service ratio" The model is represented in figure 1.
Since the overall system can be considered to be a single service station where the expected service-time is "Tp, the system utilization by a user can be defined as: The total response-time has been obtained in terms of Tp, the service-time when the overall system is assumed to be a service-station.
The only further information necessary to obtain the expected value of Tp is the expected waiting time to the CPU itself. Although the CPU processing time is not exponentially distributed, the machine interference formulae are used as an approximation.
In order to obtain numerical values for the ex- where ~w 2 is approximated by Tw z.
Terminal utilization is given from equation 2.
~9 ~'~ =Tp, t0
Finally, the inquiry response time is determined from the queuing time formula of equation 3.
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A. T h e e x p e c t e d t o t a l r e s p o n s e t i m e i s p r o p e rly o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e a n a l y t i c a l s o l u t i o n . It is obvious that there is no need to investigate the exact value of a factor if this factor has no effect on the system. The author's approach is therefore, to determine in advance the effect on the system of the mean of the arrival distribution.
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In order to do this, the author repeated the ex- 
